DEAR SHOOTERS, SPONSORS AND KO2M SPECTATORS
Just a quick note to help you coordinate your travel and your KO2M
preparations. As you already know the Competition will be held at NRA
Whittington Center and the setup day is June 28th and the competition June 29th
to July 1st.
June 28th - SETUP DAY
Shooters and sponsors don’t need to be at the range on setup day, but it might
be convenient for them.
The Ko2M crew will be setting up the targets and once done, we will post the
LRF measured ranges to the targets the afternoon of June 28th in the
Eagle Nest shack panel as we have done in previous edition.
Due to safety reasons with the 2 Mile target location to be shot in the Finals day
(July 1st) the tents and canopy area will NOT be located in the firing line but
on the right side of the parking area. A map will be posted in the Facebook page
and on the Eagle Nest panel wall. Please ask a Ko2M match director for
clarification if needed.
The afternoon of June 28th (Setup Day) we will have somebody at the Eagle
Nest office to help with the waivers, paperwork and weighting of rifles. It is NOT
compulsory to do these during setup day, but if shooters do it will speed up the
start of the shooting the first day and reduce their own stress.
June 29th - QUALIFYING DAY
REGISTRATION AND SHOOTERS MEETING
Sunrise is around 6:00 am
6.30 am we will open the Eagle Nest for waivers signing, paperwork and
weighting of rifles.
7:30 am Compulsory Shooters meeting.
We will cover all the practical aspects of the 2018 KO2M and how the shooting
order will be split for the two days of shooting.
Just after the meeting, there will be a random drawing with all the shooters
registered to determine the shooter’s positions. The shooter’s positions will be
posted in the Eagle Nest wall so they can make their preparations.
8:00 am - We will start shooting as close as we can to, but not sooner
than 8:00 am
All shooters should be ready to start shooting after the random draw as they
may be one of the first teams shooting. Anyone not present for their shooting
slot will be pushed to the end of the day.

June 30th - QUALIFYING DAY
Sunrise is around 6:00 am
7:30 am Daily shooters safety briefing, compulsory for those teams
shooting this day
7:40 am - Just after the briefing we will start shooting but NOT before 7:40 am
Just after all teams have shot and we process their performance, we will publish
the Finalists list in the Eagle Nests wall. The order of shooting for finalists will
be randomly selected at that time and posted immediately.
July 1st FINALS
Sunrise is around 6:00 am
7:30 am Daily shooters safety briefing, compulsory for those Finalist
teams
7:40 am - Just after the briefing we will start shooting with finalist teams from
the right side of the firing line on a steep angle to the mountain
IMPORTANT
On the finals day we have to enforce a strict safety sector that will preclude any
shooter or equipment inside the line from the firing position (firing positions 97 100) to the poles and continuing to the road. That limitation will be clearly
marked and guarded by a RO.
Just after all the Finalists have shot we will process their scores and have the
awards ceremony in the Eagle Nests.

